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The EU constitution covers three interrelated dimensions: Constitutional principles, constitutionalising processes and constitutional culture, all of which are shaped through the all-encompassing context of contemporary globalisation. On this basis Snyder asks whether the EU will ever have a "finished" constitution and proposes ways towards a fundamental reformulation of our concepts of the constitution.

Introduction

How can we best conceive of the European Union (EU) constitution? [1] To answer this question, we need in my view to take account of two imperatives which are usually relegated to secondary importance if not entirely neglected, at least in the terms in which I wish to pose the issues here. The first is the contemporary form of globalisation, and the second is an engagement with ordinary people. I deal with each of these briefly before sketching my conception of the EU constitution..

B. Globalisation

First, globalisation. Allow me to begin with my own conception. Several years ago, I proposed a conception of globalisation as “an aggregate of multifaceted, uneven, often contradictory, economic, political, social, [legal] and cultural processes which are characteristic of our time”. [2] There I concentrated on economic globalisation, of which the principal motors have been transnational companies, and the main characteristics have been the development of international production networks, the geographical dispersion of the different phases of production, the flexibility of the process of production, intra-firm trade, the almost immediate transfer of information and the emergence of new forms of work.

The most adequate concept for understanding the governance of economic globalisation is global legal pluralism. Global legal pluralism refers to the existence of a multiplicity of sites of governance throughout the world. Each site has two aspects: a structural aspect and a relational aspect. By “structural aspect”, I mean institutions, norms and dispute-resolution processes. By “relational aspect”, I refer to the ways in which a specific site is
related to or linked to other sites. Consequently, we can understand economic
globalisation as being governed by the totality of strategically determined, situationally
specific and often episodic conjunctions of a multiplicity of institutional, normative and
processual sites throughout the world.

This conception of globalisation resembles that described by the British political scientist
David Held as “transformationalist”. In this view, which contrasts with those of the
“hyperglobalisers” and the “sceptics”, globalisation is not new, but today it has certain
distinctive features. Moreover, the trajectory of globalisation is not fixed or known in
advance. It does not lead automatically to convergence, and in fact it is not a single
process but rather a multitude of processes which may differ profoundly according to
domains or sectors. We can thus speak of the globalisation of law, of politics, of art, of
music, of sport and so on. With regard to government and governance, the State remains
important, but it is accompanied today by other forms or sites of governance, such as
international organisations, international commercial arbitration, private networks, and
so on. This is the new sovereignty, which encompasses new, especially non-territorial
forms of governance.

Here I would like to try to develop these ideas further in order to provide an adequate
framework for understanding the development of the EU constitution. The post-9/11 era
calls, however, for a different, more politically acute conception of globalisation. We need
to build on, rather than simply to negate, some of the most important elements already
discerned concerning globalisation and governance, such as the theory of sites. For this
purpose, I want to use Hardt and Negri’s conception of empire. [3] Hardt and Negri
argue that the development of the global market and global circuits of production has
been accompanied by the development of a “new logic and structure of rule” or “a new
form of sovereignty” [4]. The basic hypothesis is that “sovereignty has taken a new form,
composed of a series of national and supranational organisms united under a single logic
of rule. This new global form of sovereignty is what we call Empire.” [5]

According to Hardt and Negri, empire “is a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus
of rule that progressively incorporates the entire global realm within its open, expanding
frontiers. Empire manages hybrid identities, flexible hierarchies, and plural exchanges
through modulating networks of command.” [6] Empire is not an imperialist project, even
though the United States occupies a “privileged position” [7], and even though “[t]he
contemporary idea of Empire is born through the global expansion of the internal U.S.
constitutional project” [8]. Instead, they use “empire” as a concept:

The concept of Empire is characterized fundamentally by a lack of boundaries: Empire’s rule knows no limits. First and foremost, then, the concept of Empire
posits a regime that effectively encompasses the spatial totality, or really that
rules over the entire “civilized” world....Second, the concept of Empire presents
itself not as a historical regime originating in conquest, but rather as an order
that effectively suspends history and thereby fixes the existing state of affairs for
eternity....Third, the rule of Empire operates on all registers of the social order
extending down to the depths of the social world....Finally, although the practice
of Empire is continually bathed in blood, the concept of Empire is always
dedicated to peace – a perpetual and universal peace outside of history [9].
Hence empire is not identical to globalisation, even though the space of imperial sovereignty is in principle unlimited [10]. In today’s world, empire is globalisation’s necessary and historical companion.

The political constitution of empire, as outlined by Hardt and Negri, consists of three distinct moments. The first is inclusive, setting aside differences or regarding them as inessential, “taking away the potential of the various constituent subjectivities” and thus making possible “the establishment and legitimation of a universal notion of right that forms the core of the Empire” [11]. The second is differential, the affirmation in cultural terms (but not in juridical terms) of differences within the Empire: “In general, Empire does not create differences. It takes what is given and works with it [12].” A third moment is managerial, affirming and arranging differences in an effective apparatus of command according to a logic of contingency, mobility and flexibility [13].

Most importantly for our purposes, Hardt and Negri identify what they call the pyramid of global constitution. They write that “When we analyse the configurations of global power in its various bodies and organizations, we can recognise a pyramidal structure that is composed of three progressively broader tiers, each of which contains several layers” [14]. At the top of the first, unified tier is the United States, the superpower with hegemony over the global use of force. This tier also contains on a second level “a group of nation-states [which] control the primary global monetary instruments and thus have the ability to regulate international exchanges” [15] and, on a third level, “a heterogeneous set of associations (including more or less the same powers that exercise hegemony on the military and monetary levels) [which] deploy cultural and biopolitical power on a global level [16]. In the second tier, “command is distributed broadly across the world, emphasizing not so much unification as articulation”, and “this tier is structured primarily by the networks that transnational capitalist corporations have extended throughout the world market” [17]. Also on this tier, though “on a level that is often subordinated to the power of the transnational corporations [18], are “the general set of nation-states that now consist essentially in local, territorialized organizations. The nation-states serve various functions: political mediation with respect to the global hegemonic powers, bargaining with respect to the transnational corporations, and redistribution of income according to biopolitical needs within their own territories. Nation-states are filters of the flow of global circulation and regulators of the articulation of global command” [19]. The third tier consists of “groups that represent popular interest in the global power arrangement, for example some nation-states and organisations that are relatively independent of nation-states and capital, including many non-governmental organisations.” [20]

Empire, in Hardt and Negri’s conception, is administered according to four basic principles. First, “the management of political ends tends to be separate from the management of bureaucratic means [21]”. Second, “imperial administration acts rather as a disseminating and differentiating mechanism [22]”. Third, “Administrative action has become fundamentally non-strategic, and thus it is legitimated through heterogeneous and indirect means” [23] Finally, the unifying matrix and the most dominant value of imperial administration lie in its local effectiveness”. [24]

Hardt and Negri neglect the specific configuration of the EU. Here I treat the EU as a site broadly analogous in function but not identical in legal and political status to a nation-
state. This paper is an attempt to model some of the main characteristics of the EU as a site of governance.

C. Ordinary People

Just as it is necessary to place the EU constitution in the context of contemporary globalisation, it is essential to try to elaborate a conception of the EU constitution which engages with the concerns, not only of the elite, but also of ordinary citizens. I suggest that an adequate conception of the EU constitution requires systematic attention to its social, economic, political and cultural contexts. The remainder of this paper seeks to sketch a model of the EU constitution that takes account of the various contexts that produce EU law and shape its operation in practice. To facilitate this task, it is useful first to circumscribe the object of inquiry, to define the term “constitution”, and to identify some ways in which the EU constitution has so far been conceived.

Most work so far has either focused solely on the EC or, though concerned with the EU, has lamented the fact that, in contrast to its predecessor, it could no longer be understood in constitutional terms. In contrast, partly in view of the past history of European integration, but even more because of its future, I suggest that we should be concerned with the EU, not only the EC, for two reasons. On the one hand, nowadays it is difficult, if not impossible, to understand EC law from the technical legal standpoint except in the broader legal context of the EU. On the other hand, only the more inclusive view takes account of the different political tendencies, and thus different interpretations and practices regarding the law, which have always been inherent in the European Community, were recognised in the Single European Act and the Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties, and now constitute the dynamic element of the system. In other words, taking
the EC alone as the unit of analysis risks neglect of crucial elements of structure and process.

D. The Meaning of “Constitution” and the problem of Constitutional transformation

What do we mean by “constitution”? For the present purposes it is useful to distinguish four possible meanings. One refers to a constitution in the empirical sense, the way in which the polity, such as the state, is organised in fact. A second meaning connotes the constitution in a sens matériel or material sense, namely the totality of fundamental legal norms which make up the legal order of the polity. A third meaning concerns the constitution in an instrumental sense, the written document or fundamental legal act which sets forth at least the principal constitutional legal norms. A fourth meaning refers to the constitution simultaneously in a material, instrumental and subjective sense, that is, a written document or fundamental legal act which has been deliberated by the people, either directly or through representatives.

The EU has a constitution in the first, empirical sense. It also has a constitution in the second, or material sense. In addition, it may be said to have a constitution in the third, formal sense. It should also be noted that there is a wide gap between the EU constitution in the formal sense (i.e. the Treaties) and the EU constitution in the substantive sense (including its interpretation by the ECJ). The EU does not, however, have a constitution in the last sense, that is, also in the subjective sense.

To analyse the EU constitution, I suggest that we need to refocus our constitutional lens. Let us concentrate on the meaning of a constitution in the subjective sense. This expression is sometimes limited to a constitution that has
been approved by a constitutional convention. In the EU context, however, it may be misleading to focus on this specific form of expression of popular consent. We can use the expression “constitution in the subjective sense” to refer, not to deliberation by the people, but rather to people’s subjective orientation: that is, to use Weber’s terms, whether people are subjectively oriented to the constitution in a substantive sense as if it were their fundamental legal act. It is this particular combination of meanings, constitution in a material sense and constitution in a subjective sense, which I wish to emphasise here.

The EU constitution does not necessarily have to be enshrined in one document or even in writing. Nor do all its rules need to be rigid. We must however deal with three sets of difficult questions. One set concerns the relationship between the constitution and the “living society”: is the EU constitution a form of social contract, an organic expression of a society as a whole, or both? Another set of questions asks: what is the substance of the constituent power? A final set of questions refers to “acceptance conditions”, or legitimacy: who accepts the EU constitution, why and within what limits?

These sets of questions are part of our theoretical problem. How does a “constitution in the material sense” become also a “constitution in the subjective sense”? I have stated this problem in the terms of the discourse of constitutional law. However, it could also be expressed in terms of popular acceptance, democratic consensus and political legitimacy.

E. Toward a Substantive Model of the EU Constitution

The principal models that have been used to conceptualise the EC/EU so far can be grouped into three categories [25].
The first category comprises models of structure. Structural models are designed to identify essential features of governmental structure. The most frequently used structural models are five in number. They are (a) international organisation, (b) special-purpose association, (c) federation, (e) confederation, and (f) regime. The second category refers to models of ideals. This type of model refers to the ideals underlying European integration in general and the EC (or more rarely EU) in particular, such as unification, communitarianism, or participation in shared activities such as sport.

How can we create a model of the EU constitution? A challenging alternative to existing models is the technique of constitutional analysis proposed by Laurence Tribe [26]. Tribe organises constitutional principles, rules and theories according to seven basic models that “have represented the major alternatives for constitutional argument and decision in American constitutional law from the early 1800s to the present” [27]. Though based on doctrinal and historical materials, the models are not simply descriptive, or purely imposed mental constructs, or intended to reflect either self-conscious patterns of thought or unconscious explanatory structures. Instead they are heuristic and not mutually exclusive. Tribe’s models are “concerned with ways of achieving substantive ends through various governmental structures and processes of choice.” [28]

This substantive conception of constitutional law, and thus of constitutional models, has several implications. The first is the rejection of constitutional law as simply “neutral” principles of structure. [29] Second, a combination of structures rather than a single structure may best suit a particular context. Third, the “optimal” structural embodiment of substantive ideals may change from one
period to the next. [30]

In effect, most of the existing models of the EU/EC constitution are models of legal orders rather than constitutional models. In other words, the structural and jurisprudential models concentrate almost exclusively on ascertaining whether the EU can be considered to be an autonomous legal order or a polity: that is, whether its legal framework “deserves” to be called a constitution, rather than focusing on its content. When they go further, they are simply descriptive rather than normative. There are few, if any, real constitutional models of the EU [31]. Existing models are concerned instead with explaining the process of European integration, identifying the normative challenge posed by EU/EC law to legal theory, or characterising the sui generis features of the system.

Consequently, the present utility of Tribe’s model for constitutional modelling lies in challenging us to go beyond existing models of the EU constitution. On the one hand, it forces us to try to integrate structures, ideals and theories of law in a more systematic way. On the other hand, it reminds us of the substance of constitutional law. Whatever else it may mean, constitutionalisation is also a substantive process. To elucidate this substantive meaning is an important task of constitutional law scholarship.

In order to take some steps in this direction, we need to go beyond rules, institutions and other structures. Four elementary hypotheses regarding the EU will make this more concrete. First, the EU is a social organisation. Second, “social organization is a dynamic process” [32]. Third, “social organization is the process of bringing order and meaning into human social life” [33]. Fourth, “social organization is the process of merging social actors into ordered social relationships, which become infused with
cultural ideas” [34].

Following this approach, we may distinguish three distinct but interrelated dimensions of the EU constitution. The first dimension refers to structures, namely constitutional principles. The second dimension concerns constitutionalising processes. They include, but are broader than, those social processes which tend to transform (or block the transformation of) the EU constitution from a constitution in only a substantive sense to a constitution in both a substantive and a subjective sense. The third dimension consists of constitutional culture, a facet of legal culture. These three dimensions constitute my model of the EU constitution.

II. Constitutional principles

The first dimension of the EU constitution consists of constitutional principles. This may seem a truism, because legal scholarship usually focuses on norms. It should however already be clear that the approach to the EU constitution being proposed here does not follow the spirit of Grey’s premise that “the primary object of discourse in the study of constitutionalism should be constitutional norms, not entire constitutions” [35]. In other words, there is a difference between taking norms seriously and giving norms absolute - or even sole - priority.

Constitutional principles play an absolutely fundamental role in constitutional discourse. Norms must be set, however, within a broader context. One of the main arguments of this article is that we cannot understand the EU constitution adequately if we focus on norms alone. There is an intimate relationship between the normative dimension of the EU constitution and the other two dimensions, namely constitutionalising processes and
constitutional culture. Two further points, however, should be made about the broader context of EU constitutional principles.

First, in addition to their normative quality, EU constitutional principles are also to be considered as structures. They may be taken for granted, be considered to be legitimate or not, or be the object of political conflict. Nevertheless, they form part of the social field within which individuals and groups act, which informs or is part of this action, and to which it is often orientated. The general point applies to EU constitutional principles as to any other norms.

Second, structures and processes, or more abstractly structure and agency, form a duality. In part following Giddens, I have argued elsewhere:

> Structures represent outcomes of processes that have previously occurred; they are congealed at least temporarily in the form of institutionalised sets of social relations. Only a fine line separates structures and processes. They are dialectically related, each being in a sense simply a transformation of the other. [36]

In other words, EU constitutional principles, just as other norms, “are simultaneously representations of previous outcomes as well as frameworks, influences and sometimes determinants of continuing conflicts and compromises”. [37]

In this light, we may view the constitutional principles of the EU from two perspectives. The first may be called the macro-sociological or even external perspective. The
second is the micro-sociological or internal perspective. These two perspectives contribute different but complementary insights to our knowledge of the EU constitution.

It has been suggested that the five key concepts of constitutional government in a divided-power system are sovereignty, legitimacy, citizenship, federalism, and rights. Though helpful for many purposes, these concepts are too closely associated with - and in fact are drawn directly from - constitutional discourse premised on the nation-state. In addition, some of them describe or postulate ideals, such as federalism or legitimacy, which in the EU context are missing in practice, inappropriate, or both.

In my view, the constitutional principles of the EU as seen from a macro-sociological perspective are as follows: regional integration, divided-power system, the Member States as “Masters of the Treaty”, the integrity of the EU, and the rule of law. These principles vary in the source of their authority, in normative form or hierarchical status, and in the method in which they are enforced. For example, the principle of regional integration, though mentioned in the Treaty of Amsterdam, seems at first glance to be only an economic principle. Similarly, the principle that the EU is a divided-power system may appear to be merely a political statement.

It should not be surprising that many of these constitutional norms have been stated by the ECJ in its Opinions ex Article 300(6) (formerly Article 228(6)) EC. These Opinions are devoted to evaluating the compatibility of proposed international agreements with the European Community Treaty. Consequently they often delimit the fundamental general features of the EC, so as to present a profile or silhouette of certain features of the EC in order
to distinguish it sharply from the outside world. It is evident that they are less concerned with the EU as such, because under Article 46 (formerly Article L) TEU the ECJ does not have jurisdiction over the Common Provisions or (with limited exceptions) over Titles VI and VII (formerly Titles V and VI) TEU.

The micro-sociological or internal perspective on EU constitutional law is that usually adopted by legal scholars. From this perspective, the constitutional norms of the EU are as follows:

(1) the single institutional framework, including the representation of interests;
(2) the separation of powers, which encompasses the notions of institutional balance, institutional autonomy, loyal cooperation between institutions;

(3) limited powers;
(4) implied powers;
(5) supremacy;
(6) direct effect;
(7) pre-emption;
(8) subsidiarity;
(9) non-discrimination;
(10) respect of fundamental rights;
(11) respect of national identities;
(12) duty of loyalty;

(13) respect of general principles of law.

The basic principles of the EU constitution thus may be identified from two perspectives. The macro-perspective tends to highlight more clearly those constitutional principles which form the *sina qua non* of the European Union. It also makes clear that these principles differ, for example, in their sources and in the extent to which they are recognised as legally binding. By contrast, the micro-perspective focuses on constitutional principles which either are expressed in the basic Treaties or have been elaborated in the judgements of the European Court of Justice. These perspectives complement each other in the analysis of the EU constitution.

III. Constitutionalising processes

The second dimension of the EU constitution consists of constitutionalising processes. By “constitutionalising processes”, I refer to those social processes which might tend to confer a constitutional status on the basic legal framework of the European Union. These processes form part of “the process of social organisation [which] occurs as social actors interact in patterned and recurrent relationships to create social ordering, which in turn becomes infused with cultural ideas [41].”

Constitutionalising processes in the EU are not only the work of the European courts. They also involve the European Council, the Council and the European Parliament as well as other institutions, such as committees, agencies and policy networks. Nor are they limited to the European Union institutions alone. They also engage courts, parliaments, and administrations of the
Member States. In addition, the legal profession is of special importance, though by and its large the role of transnational law firms and groupings and the impact of EU law on local law practices has been neglected by EU constitutional lawyers. In fact, I suggest that we must cast our net much wider. Political and economic processes are likely to be much more importance in the development of the EU constitution than is the law alone.

We can distinguish three groups of constitutionalising processes in the EU. The first group consists of those processes which have fostered the development of legal institutions. These processes are regional integration, the (re-)institutionalisation of norms, and institutional growth and expansion. The second group refers to those processes concerning with ensuring the effectiveness of law. It includes administrative negotiation of effectiveness, the development of a judicial liability system and, most recently, legitimation without democratisation involving the European Council. The third group comprises a number of disparate processes which are concerned with deepening and delimitation. These processes include the creation of social solidarity, legitimation, democratisation, and differentiation, and the establishment and maintenance of boundaries. One may also add the search for values: constitutionalisation as a substantive process. Only some brief examples can be given here.

Regional integration tends to require the development of legal institutions [42] This may occur, for example, partly by means of the creation of treaties and their subsequent amendment, and partly by acts of a less dramatic nature. In his introductory textbook Molle set forth a series of hypotheses regarding the institutional consequences of regional integration. They range from the statement that “[t]he higher the form of integration chosen, the higher
the institutional demands to be fulfilled [43] to assertions concerning the transfer of power from one level of governance to another [44]. The validity of these specific hypotheses is not our concern here; the point is that regional integration tends to imply institution-building and institutional integration.

The kinds of institutions which are generated - or required - by regional integration are to some extent indeterminate. For example, the institutions of the Third Pillar of the Maastricht Treaty were a mixture of institutions drawn from EC economic law and institutions modeled on those used previously in European Political Cooperation. The sources of the institutions are unique to the EU. One can therefore say that, in general terms, there is no necessary connection between economic integration and any specific institutional arrangements in the Third Pillar. Even more indeterminate is the extent to which regional integration leads to specific types of institutions and principles. For example, it is open to question whether, regional integration as such leads necessarily to human rights protection, even in the western European context [45].

A second constitutionalising processes is the (re)institutionalisation of norms. I draw the concept of re-institutionalisation by analogy from Bohannan’s idea of double institutionalisation of African “customary law” by colonial state courts [46]. With regard to the Tiv of Nigeria, Bohannan wrote:

“All social institutions are marked by “customs” and these “customs” exhibit most of the stigmata cited by any definition of law. But there is one salient difference. Whereas custom continues to inhere in, and only in, these institutions which it governs (and which in turn govern it), law is specifically recreated
by agents of society, in a narrower and recognisable context - that is, in the context of the institutions that are legal in character and, to some degree at least, discrete from all others [47].

In Bohannan’s view, “...the law rests on the basis of this double institutionalization....Legal rights are only those rights that attach to norms that have been doubly institutionalized [48].

Re-institutionalisation is one of the basic constitutionalising processes of the EU. One of its aspects is “juridification”, the creation of legal norms from normative raw material which was previously not legal in character. A good example is the development of European social law, in which soft law and agreements between the social partners has played a fundamental part [49]. Another aspect is the re-institutionalisation of legal norms, that is, the statement or development as basic principles of EU law of legal principles drawn from other legal orders. One has only to consider the incorporation into EC or EU law of many constitutional or other legal principles of the Member States. The numerous examples include proportionality, legitimate exceptions, extra-contraactual liability, state liability [50], and, most notably, human rights.

The history of the EC and the EU has been characterised simultaneously by the growth of institutions and the expansion of systemic (EC or EU) competences. This occurred initially by means of Article 308 (formerly Article 235) EC. More generally, as Weiler has shown, it involved various types of the mutation of jurisdiction and competences [51]. Among the most dramatic examples are, first, the development of the Community’s implied powers,
notably in external relations. This was accomplished by the ECJ in a series of fundamental judgments, ranging from ERTA [52] until its recent retreat in WTO [53]. Another example, no less dramatic but perhaps less well-known, is that of soft law, notably interinstitutional agreements [54].

A second group of constitutionalising processes in the EU concern the effectiveness of law [55]. Constitutional norms do not have to be enforced by means of judicial review in order to be considered as constitutional [56]. Even though judicial review may be a - or even the most - common type of enforcement, we need to remember that constitutional norms can also be enforced for example by administrative or political means. In the Community, for example, the European Commission has sought to ensure the effectiveness of EC law through negotiation, including Article 234 (formerly Article 169) EC litigation, the use of soft law, and structural reform. The European Court of Justice has created a judicial liability system, involving the direct effect of directives, the interpretative obligation, partial harmonisation of national remedies, and the remedy of damages against a Member State.

A third group of constitutionalising processes are related to what we can call the deepening and delimitation of the EU. These processes are the creation of social solidarity, legitimation, democratisation, differentiation, the establishment and maintenance of boundaries, and the search for values. A brief pointer regarding boundaries must suffice.

The boundaries of the EU are complex [57]. Boundaries determine membership. They distinguish insiders from outsiders. In an economic integration scheme, they separate those who benefit from trade creation from those
who lose from trade diversion. And so on. They may be
defined for example in terms of Member States, customs
boundaries, national citizenship of individuals, residence of
individuals, and other ways. Consider the pyramid of
privilege in EU trade relations, such as the different types
of boundaries involved in the Europe Agreements, the Euro-
Med Agreements, and the Lomé Convention [58]. As these
examples make clear, EU boundaries are problematic,
flexible, permeable, often situationally defined and
frequently negotiable. The maintenance of boundaries is a
process. The key question for scholars of EU constitution
law is therefore how boundaries are managed.

The ECJ has in fact played a fundamental role as
gatekeeper in defining the boundaries of the EU for various
purposes. Examples include: the extent to which
international agreements, such as the GATT, have direct
effect [59]; the differentiated interpretation of legal texts
according to their EC or international context; the extra-
territorial application of EC competition law [60], the
question of “fortress Europe” in relation to non-Community
nationals; and the rearrangement of trading boundaries
during the continuing banana saga. It can be argued that
the definition, negotiation and maintenance of boundaries
are inherent in any postmodern constitution [61].

IV. Constitutional culture

“Constitutional culture” is an expression which is only
gradually gaining currency among lawyers. Like its earlier
analogue, “political culture”, it has been elaborated most
fully so far by political scientists, including those
interested in the EU constitution. Before sketching my
conception of EU constitutional culture, it is useful to
make several introductory points.
First, as contrasted to other major areas of the world, for example Asia, Europe can be said to be characterised by a single legal culture. Second, it is also true that, even with regard to legal culture, there is within Europe a great deal of diversity. Third, nevertheless one can in my view speak of a “legal culture” which is developing within the European Union, and which has been powerfully influenced by the origins and development of the European Economic Community since the late 1950s.

There is a strong tradition of studies of legal culture in different European countries. But the study of legal culture within the European Union as such is at its beginning. The research questions remain for the most part still to be identified. It deserves to be stressed that it is possible to learn a great deal from what has already been done in various European countries, as well as from the studies of legal culture in other major cultural or legal areas. It is also important to note that these studies must rely very much on the work of sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists and other disciplines. Unless legal scholars are prepared to turn to these disciplines for help, the study of EU legal culture is likely to remain relatively neglected.

A classic definition of legal culture was given by Friedman in 1969. In his view, legal culture refers to

the values and attitudes which bind the system together, and which determine the place of the legal system in the culture of the society as a whole. What kind of training and habits do the lawyers and judges have? What do people think of law? Do groups or individuals willingly go to court? For what purposes do people turn to lawyers; for what purposes do they make use of other officials and intermediaries? Is there respect for law, government, tradition? What is
the relationship between class structure and the use or nonuse of legal institutions? What informal social controls exist in addition to or in place of formal ones? Who prefers what kind of controls, and why? ... It is the legal culture, that is, the network of values and attitudes relating to law, which determines when and why and where people turn to law or government, or turn away [62]."

A legal culture exists whether people know about it or not, and whether they agree with it or not [63]. It thus closely resembles what Merryman calls a “legal tradition”. He refers to “a set of deeply rooted, historically conditioned attitudes about the nature of law, about the role of law in the society and polity, about the proper organisation and operation of the legal system, and about the law is or should be made, applied, studied, perfected, and taught” [64].

The concept of “constitutional culture” is a variant of but narrower than that of “legal culture” For the present purposes, by “constitutional culture” I mean a legal culture oriented to the legal framework of the EU as a set of fundamental norms. It is not concerned solely, or indeed primarily, with judicial review [65]. Constitutional culture does not necessarily involve shared norms, based on common principles of justice and articulating an “overlapping consensus [66]. Instead it may express conflicting moral ideas and different traditions of constitutional democracy [67].

The notion of a constitutional culture refers both to the actual provisions and the unwritten principles of the constitution. But it also involves the way in which the constitution is dealt with by the legislator, the
administration, the judiciary and legal scholarship. The last is of particular importance. The role of legal scholarship in creating a specific EU legal culture has been relatively neglected, however, and deserves much closer attention. [68]

My working hypotheses are two fold. On the one hand, a constitutional culture which is specific to the EU is now emerging and being created at the individual, organisational and societal levels. On the other hand, its main features are not all fixed, nor are they by any means entirely coherent and free from contradiction.

I suggest that we can conceive of EU constitutional culture as an onion, consisting of three layers: modern or post-modern legal culture, western legal culture, and a legal culture specific to the EU regional integration scheme. When we peel off the first layer, the second is revealed; and when we peel off the second, we can clearly see the third. The layers themselves are to some extent translucent, however, so one can sometimes see through each layer to the one below.

The first layer has been described by Friedman as composed of six characteristics. It is a culture of change; law is essentially instrumental; modern law is dense and ubiquitous; there is an emphasis on rights and entitlements; there is an emphasis on individualism; globalisation is a key phenomenon [69]. We need to add the peculiar conjunction of universalism and fragmentation, of internationalisation and localisation, which appears to be a concomitant of globalisation.

The second layer consists of western legal culture. In Wieacker’s view, its essential features are personalism, legalism and intellectualism [70]. To this, we need to add
the myth of the state: the idea that the state is the sole source of law [71].

The third layer is profoundly influenced by the historical development of European regional integration since the 1950s. Of particular importance are the origins of the current EU, first in the early sectoral European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), and then in the broader but still limited European Economic Community (EEC). These influences are manifested, for example, in the EU myths of origin. An example is the “Community method” of neo-functionalist integration originally promoted by Robert Schuman and Jean Monnet. Though of course containing true elements, these accounts may also be conceived as “stories drawn from a society’s history that have acquired through persistent usage the power of symbolising that society’s ideology and of dramatising its moral consciousness [72].

I think we can analyse EU legal culture in terms of two interrelated but distinct domains, on the one hand, and in terms of two principal influences, on the other hand. There is a great divide between two domains of contemporary EU legal culture: elite or specific legal culture, on the one hand, and general or popular legal culture, on the other hand. Both have been influenced by two important influences: “the legacy of origins: those attributes that derive primarily from the specific historical experience of the EU, and the model of the state, those features which the EU has assumed, or which are ascribed to it, and which are based on the historical model of the state in western Europe.

Consider, first, elite EU legal culture. Its main features, in my view, are as follows. First, the Member States are considered as the “Masters of the Treaty”, at least in the
sense that they make the basic political decisions about the 
shape of the system. Second, the ideology of neo-
functionalism is still of central importance, not only as a 
thread running through the original EEC Treaty, but also 
as conceptual framework and working method which is 
shared by many officials of the EU institutions. Third, this 
legal culture emphasises the importance of negotiation, in 
part a characteristic of regulatory law but unfortunately 
also a contributor to the EU’s relatively weak popular 
legitimacy. Fourth, it emphasises the role of divided power 
in the social construction of an ideology of the European 
Union legal system as closed, neutral, impartial and 
autonomous. An example is the view that the EU (formerly 
EC) represents a “new legal order”, in the words of the 
European Court of Justice in the landmark judgement in 

Fifth, despite the extension of its competences starting 
with the European Single Act and then the Maastricht 
Treaty, the EU remains to a great extent a prisoner of its 
initially economic orientation. For example, there is still a 
debate about whether the EU (and EC) is best conceived as 
a single-purpose association rather than a general 
integration scheme. In addition, economic integration and 
economic rights are often considered (not always correctly) 
to have priority over social and political rights. Sixth, the 
EU is marked by a strongly instrumentalist conception of 
law, a feature which is typical of contemporary western 
states but which is heightened in the EU context by the 
historical legacy of economic orientation, task-focussed 
administration organisation and regulatory law. Seventh, 
some of the factors have converged to give the EU a very 
undemocratic character, at least if the degree of 
democracy is measured according to the usual criteria of 
the representative parliamentary democracies of its 
Member States [73]. Eighth, there has at least in the past
been a certain orientation towards centralisation, uniformisation, or at least harmonisation, as opposed to pluralism, diversity, and differentiation: as will be seen the Common Agricultural Policy provides perhaps the best example. [74] A ninth feature is hierarchical organisation. Thus, for example, the Maastricht Treaty is usually analysed by lawyers as being based on two opposing principles, supranationalism and intergovernmentalism; and cooperative relations between Member States have unfortunately been often viewed until recently as merely intergovernmental and necessarily anti-*communautaire*. Some of these elements are now changing, albeit sometimes very slowly.

Popular or general EU legal culture differs greatly. Its very existence is sometimes denied, for example by those who argue that the EU has only discrete national legal cultures. In my opinion this argument is misplaced. More research is needed on the impact of transnational sport, especially football; the limited impact of trans-European media and the barriers, including legal barriers, to further integration with regard to newspapers and television; and cinema. Further attention is required also on the effects of globalisation on the process of europeanisation of legal culture. Some research indicates that globalisation and europeanisation are to some extent contradictory, even though both may be encouraged by EU law [75].

V. Conclusion

In this article I have tried to outline a way of conceiving of the constitution of the European Union. The model of the EU constitution proposed here consists of three interrelated dimensions: constitutional principles, constitutionalising processes, and constitutional culture. These are the principal constitutional aspects of the EU
site of governance. In this paper I have aimed briefly to set the EU in the context of contemporary globalisation, in which the EU is a site of governance in a pyramid of sites. This model also aims to engage with the concerns of ordinary citizens, in particular by taking account of the social, political, economic and cultural contexts in which EU/EC law is produced and in which it operates. The next step is to elaborate this model in more detail and to explore its implications. It should be re-emphasised that the model is heuristic. It is intended to help us address the question as to whether, one day, the EU will have not only a constitution in the material sense but also a constitution in the subjective sense. The model does not, however, prejudge the answer to this question. Indeed the main contribution of the model may ultimately prove to lie in helping us to understand analytically why the EU has - and will always have - an unfinished constitution. We can then reflect on what “unfinished” means, and possibly work towards a fundamental reformulation of our conceptions of the EU constitution. We also need to ask ourselves how the context of globalisation helps to shape these features of the EU constitution and, consequently, what kind of EU constitution is possible in the contemporary period.
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